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Zarankiewicz (Colloq. Math. 2 (1951), 301) raised the following problem: 
Determine the least positive integer z(m, n, j, k) such that each O-l-matrix with m 
rows and n columns containing z(m, n, j, k) ones has a submatrix with j rows and k 
columns consisting entirely of ones. This paper improves a result of Hylten- 
Cavallius (Colloq. Math. 6 (1958), 59-65) who proved: [/~/2]~’ Q lim,, inf r(n, 
n, 2, k)n-“2 < limn+ sup r(n, n, 2, k)n-“’ Q (k- 1)“2. We prove that 
lim ~a, z(n, n, 2, k)n-‘12 exists and is equal to (k - 1)“2. For the special case where 
k = 2 resp. k = 3 this result was proved earlier by Kiivari, SOS and Turan (Colloq. 
Math. 3 (1954), 5O-57) resp. Hylten-Cavallius. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Zarankiewicz [6] has raised the following problem: Determine the least 
positive integer z(m, n,j, k) such that each O-l-matrix with m rows and n 
columns containing z(m, n, j, k) ones has a submatrix with j rows and k 
columns consisting entirely of ones. 
Kavari, S6s and Turan observed that this problem is equivalent to the 
following graph theoretical problem: 
Determine the least positive integer z(m, n, j, k) such that each bipartite 
graph containing z(m, n, j, k) edges has a complete bipartite subgraph Kj.k 
(for definitions see Section 2). We consider the case j = 2. Kijvari et al. [3] 
have proved : 
lim z(n, n, 2, 2) n-“‘= 1. 
Pl-rq) 
Hylten-Cavallius {2] got the following results: 
lim z(n, n, 2,3) n-‘I* = 2y2, 
“-+a, 
[k/2]y2 < Ii-Ii inf z(n, n, 2, k) n-“* 
< itit sup z(n, n, 2, k) n-“* Q (k - 1)“. (1) 
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We generalize all these results by proving for all k 2 2: 
lim z(n, n, 2, k) ne3’* = (k - 1)“. 
n-co 
Guy [ I] has proved for j = 2,3: 
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(2) 
4% n,.L k) = ((j’ - l)lj)n + ((k - 1)/j) ( 7) 
whenever (k - l)/(j + l)(y) < n < (k - l)(y). This result was generalized 
by Roman [5]. 
Before proving (2) we give some definitions and notations we shall use 
later. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A graph G( V, E) is called a bipartite graph G,,,( V, E) 
with classes V, and V, iff 
v= v,u v,, )V,I=m, I~21=n,E~{{x,y}IxE~,,~E~21. 
We often use the abbreviation G,,, instead of G,,,(V,E). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A bipartite graph G,+,(V, E) is called complete iff 
E = {(x, y} ] x E V,, y E V,}. Complete graphs are denoted by Km,, . 
DEFINITION 2.3. For a prime number p we call r a primitive root ofp iff 
there exists for all x E { l,..., p - 1 } and integer n, E { l,..., p - 1) such that 
r”x = x (mod p). 
Notation 2.4. Let (x), =x (mod p), where 0 Q (x), < p. 
Notation 2.5. Let [x] denote the integral part of x. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. Let k be a positive integer, then 
lim z(n, n, 2, k) np3j2 = (k - 1)1’2. 
“-to0 
Prooj Let k be a positive integer, p a prime number such that (p - 1)/k 
is a positive integer and let t be a primitive root of p, then we construct the 
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bipartite graph GP*,P,(V, E) with p(p - 1)*/k edges containing no KZ,k+, , 
where p* := p(p - 1)/k in the following way: 
v, := {(a, b) 1 (I E (0 )...) p - 1}, b E { l)...) (p - 1)/k}}, 
v, := (l,..., p(p - 1)/k}. 
Let (a, 6) be an element of V, and x an element of V2 then {(a, b), x} is an 
element of E, iff there exist NE { l,..., (p - 1)/k} and j E {O ,..., k - 1 } such 
that 
(N- 1)p + (Pu + 4+j(P--1)‘k)p + 1 =x. (4) 
We shall prove: 
A: The size of GP*,PS is p(p - l)‘/k. 
B: G,..,. contains no K2,k+,. 
Proof of (A). It is easy to see that G,.,P. has p(p - l)‘/k edges. For 
N # N’, N, N’ E { l,.,., (p - 1)/k}, j, p E { 0 ,..., k - 1 }, (a, b) E V, we get 
(N- 1)~ + (Pfz + rb+j(P-lVk)l, + 1 
# (N’ - 1)p + (P’u + P+j’(p-.i)‘k)P + 1 (5) 
since I(N - 1)~ - (N’ - 1)pJ > p and the difference of the other summands 
is by definition less than p. For N = N’ and j # j’, (5) follows from 
b+j(p-- l)/kfb+j’(p-- 1)/k 
1 <b+j(p- 1)/k; b-j’(p- l)/k<p- 1 
since r is a primitive root of p. Hence the degree of each element of V, is 
@ - 1) and therefore the size of the bipartite graph G,.,,. is p(p - l)‘/k. 
Proof of (B). In order to prove that Gp.,p, contains no K,,k+, it is 
sufficient to show the following assertion. Let (a, b), (a’, b’) be two different 
elements of Vi. There exist at most k vectors (N, N’, j, j’), where 
N, N’ E { l,..., (p - 1)/k}, j, j’ E (0 ,..., k - 1 } with the property that 
(N - 1)~ + (flu + fl+‘(p--lVk)p + 1 
= (NJ - l)p + (P’a’ + rb’+j’(p-l)‘k)p + 1. (6) 
Since there is no equality in (6) if N # N’, it is suflicient to prove that there 
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exist at most k triples (N, j, j’) with N E {l,..., (P - 1)/k}, 
j, jl E {O,..., k - 1) and 
pa + ,.b+j(p-1)/k= pat + @‘t/‘(p-IUk 
(mod P). (7) 
A triple (N, j, j’) fulfilling these properties is called a solution of (7). At first 
we prove Claim 1, afterwards we use the result in order to prove Claim 2. 
CLAIM 1. For fixed j, j’ E {O,..., k - 1 } there exists at most one integer 
NE { l,..., (p - I)} such that (N, j, j’) is a solution of (7). 
CLAIM 2. For fuced i E {O,..., k - 1) there exists at most one 
(N, j, (j + i)J, where j E (0 ,..., k - 1 ), NE { l,..., (p - 1)/k) such that 
(N, j, (j + i)& is a solution of (7). 
By (1) and claim 2 we have proved the theorem, because there exists for 
all positive E and sufficiently large m a prime number pm with the following 
properties: 
(1) (1 -e)m<p,<m, 
(2) (P, - 1)/k is an integer (Landau [4]). 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose Claim 1 is false, i.e., there exist N, 
N’ E {l,..., p - 1) with the following properties: 
a:.Na + rb+j(p-l)/k E pat + ,.b'tj'(p-1)/k (mod P) (8) 
,,: JVfa + ,J+AP-U/k E pIa' + ,b'+l'WUlk (mdp). (9) 
By subtraction we get 
(p - P’)(a - a’) = 0 (mod PI- 
Since N # N’ we can conclude a = a’. Now we consider again (a) 
pa + ,b+itp-1)/k 3 pa + fl’ti’(p-U’k (mod P). 
Thus b + j(p - 1)/k 3 b’ + /(p - 1)/k (mod p - 1). Since we have chosen 
b, 6’ E (l,..., (p - 1)/k} and j, j’ E {0 ,..., k - 1) we obtain j=/ and b = b’. 
Therefore (a, b) = (a’, b’) which contradicts our assumptions. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let i E (0 ,..., k - 1 }. Let j E (0 ,..., k - 1) and 
NE ( I,..., (p - 1)/k} with the property 
,.Na + rbtjW-I)/k = pa’ + ,.b’+(/+h(P--j/k - (mod P). (10) 
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If no N, j, j’ = (j + i)k fulfills this property we are done. Multiplying (10) by 
re(p-lUk for e = l,..., k - 1 we get 
,N+e(p-l)/ka + ,.b+(i++(P-1)/k 
~ ,.h’+e(P-l)/kar + ,.b’+(iti+e)k(P-1)/k 
(mod P>- 
Therefore the triples (N + e(P - 1)/k, (j + e)k, (j + i + e)k) are solutions of 
(7) for e = l,..., k - 1. Obviously (N + e(P - 1)/k) E ( l,..., p - 1 } but 
(N + e(p - 1)/k) 6Z (l,..., (p - 1)/k}. By Claim 1 there exists no 
N’ E {l,..., p - 1 } with the properties: 
(1) (N’, (j + e)kr (j + e + i)k) is a solution of (7). 
(2) N’ # N + e(p - 1)/k. 
Thus we have proved Claim 2 and by our consideration above the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let k > 2 be a positive integer, 0 < t < 1, then 
lim z(m, n, 2, k) np3’* = (k - l)?. 
n-m 
mln4 
Proof: For the cases k = 2 and k = 3 Hylten-Cavallius has shown the 
corollary. For k > 4 we get by (3) 
lim sup z(m, n, 2, k)-3’2 < (k - l)“*t. 
n-K! 
m/n+ 
On the other hand we observe that every element of the class V, of the 
bipartite graph Gp*,p* constructed in our proof above has degree (p - 1). 
Since p = p(p - 1)/k we get from Gp,,pe, by erasing some points in the first 
class a bipartite graph, Gp(p-ljt/k,p(p-lj,k, which has the size 
[p(p - l)t/k](p - 1) and which contains no K,,,. This proves the corollary. 
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